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Why, exactly, is there a war in Ukraine?
It's because certain immature jerks in the DOD and Washington, DC, thought it
would be cute to export all their nasty illegal bioweapon activities offshore, and
put them right next door to Russia.
And certain corrupt Generals in NATO and corrupt Ukrainian leaders on the take,
didn't see anything wrong with that.
That's why there is war in Ukraine. It's a combination of witless criminal activity by
the NATO and DOD confab, combined with the corruption of a Ukrainian puppet
government installed via bloodbath by the same NATO and DOD criminals.
Not surprisingly, Vladimir Putin didn't like the idea of having over a dozen illegal
bioweapon production facilities right next door.
And now, we hear that emails 'scrubbed ' from Hunter Biden's infamous laptop,
included correspondence with Ukrainian officials detailing the investment of
millions upon millions of dollars into these illegal bioweapon facilities as a Black
Op of the criminals.
What, exactly, don't people understand about the word, "illegal"? Bioweapons are
illegal. They are outlawed. They are not supposed to be produced. Like Mustard
Gas, they are verboten.
So why are European governments sending weapons to Ukraine?
Ukraine was in the wrong. Ukraine was doing something criminal that threatened
life on this planet, even though they were doing it at the behest of and with
funding provided by NATO and DOD.
Logically, NATO and DOD are the greater problem that isn't being addressed, but
Ukraine let itself be used by these idiots. Together, they planted the seeds of war,
and there you have it.

It's not Vladimir Putin's fault, but he is cleaning it up.
So now you've got Erdogan from Turkey, with his million man Turkish Army,
playing toggle switch in the arena, trying to broker a peace. Well, anyone's effort
to broker a peace is much appreciated, but we note that the real problem is NATO
and DOD,
It was never the Ukrainians nor the Russians at all. Both those nations were at
peace absent NATO and DOD funding and meddling and the self-interested Black
Ops efforts of the Obama-Biden team.
So, let's deal with reality for a change.
Let's sit on NATO and DOD. They are the problem. Let's solve it.
We, the Americans, and the American Government, have a peace treaty with the
Russians that the Russians have always honored. It is called the American and
Russian Alliance of 1858. It establishes peace between our countries and provides
for mutual protection in time of war.
Let me spell that out for Joe Biden and Donald Trump and NATO and DOD ---- we
are not going to war with Russia, we aren't allowing the use of equipment we paid
for, ammunition we paid for, or anything else that we paid for, to be used to make
any kind of war against Russia. Not a dime's worth.
We aren't allowing our men and women to be used as foreign mercenaries, either.
You know what our contract says. They are defense forces only. Not to be used for
any purpose other than defending the American homeland.
From now on, the DC Vermin, NATO, and DOD need to employ "truth in
advertising" in their recruitment activities. They need to say, "Hey, we are
recruiting foreign mercenaries to go fight in wars for profit!" And they need to pay
mercenary wages out of their own pockets, too. Not ours.
No more misrepresenting us and no more misdirecting our armed forces. No more
conscripting and press-ganging Americans. No more "draft" and no more
"Selective Service". Our country isn't at war and we are not going to war at their
behest anymore. They aren't our bosses, we are their bosses.
Me, Employer. You, Employee. It's that simple.
Until Vladimir Putin breaks our long-standing Treaty with Russia, we keep good
faith with him and with them. And Joe Biden who was instrumental in causing this
problem in the Ukraine can just go blow.
While I am on my rant this morning, let me share this, too -- I get all these groups
soliciting help for "our" troops in the field, men and women who are wearing the

uniform and waving our flag and going without such basic things as boot socks
and lip balm.
Whiskey Tango Foxtrot?
Remind me again? How many trillions did Donald Rumsfeld lose on September 10,
2001?
Those responsible had better put on their best cast-iron codpieces. And run. Fast.
It's bad enough that these Americans have been lied to, abused, experimented
upon, impersonated, endangered, and used as cheap mercenaries by a bunch of
Euro Trash, but when Mom has to send socks from home, it's time to pull the plug
and bring all those Americans home and fill them in on what has actually gone on
here.
A first year Merc makes a minimum of $250,000, plus insurance, plus medical
benefits, plus, plus, plus. The wages for a PFC or Airman First Class haven't been
raised since 1973. Now you know why they have to apply for Food Stamps.
If you are even half as mad as I am about this, feel free to kick the ever-loving out
of every Congressional switchboard from here to Maine. They aren't our
Congressmen, that's true. But it's our sons and daughters being presumed upon
and ensnared with undisclosed cheapskate contracts dreamed up by some
useless POS attorney with nothing better to do.
Let your message be short and sweet -- no war with Russia, we won't pay for it,
and while you are at it, raise wages for the military to keep up with inflation for
every year since 1973, retroactive for every veteran and every active duty service
member. Restitution not subject to taxation of any kind,
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